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Shipping Policy. We ship all eBay orders within 1 business day or less. We only sell on eBay
what we have in physical stock so we can provide this quick shipping service. Click on the
"Shipping and Payments" tab to see which shipping options are available for this particular
item. We also combine shipping, eBay can not provide accurate shipping prices on multi item
orders. Go ahead and place your items in the eBay cart and complete checkout, but don't worry
about the shipping charges. We check for multi item and combined orders every morning before
we ship anything. Your multiple item orders will be combined and we will ship your items the
cheapest, safest and fastest way possible AND send you a refund for all the excess shipping
charges without you having to even ask. Paypal is the preferred method of payment when
shopping on eBay. If you don't have a Paypal account, you can checkout as a guest using your
credit or debit card. You may return new, unopened items within 30 days of the order being
placed for a full refund of the item price. We'll also pay the return shipping costs if the return is
a result of our error you received an incorrect or defective item, etc. We will accept most returns
after 30 days within reason, but you must call the phone number on your reciept to get an
approval over the phone. All returns must be sent back with all the original retail and shipping
packaging. We took care in packing the item to get it to you safely and we would like you to do
the same when sending something back. The refund will be processed within 5 or less business
days of its arrival and inspection. When you need to return an item, please use the eBay returns
process. From a desktop computer with a printer , go to your eBay purchase history and locate
the item you would like to send back. There will be a drop-down menu with the option "return
this item", click that and follow the on-screen instructions to print a return authorization
packing slip and shipping label. If you do not or cannot use the eBay returns program or don't
have a printer for the return label, our mailing address is: I-5 Classic Chevy E. Gum Rd.
Murfreesboro, TN. If you have any issue with a product that we sell and you would like to speak
to a representative, please don't hesitate to call. Most issues can be solved in a matter of
minutes and there is no reason to be upset. We will do our best to resolve any problem quickly
and move on. Life is too short to get upset over an automobile hobby that is supposed to be
fun! Payment Terms Payment is required at time of purchase. I-5 Classic Chevy offers safe,
secure and convenient payment methods for our customers via PayPal, Visa, MasterCard,
American Express, Debit and E-Check Have a question, problem, need assistance or want to
pay by credit card over the phone? We can be reached via ebay messages. We are here to help.
Orders are processed Monday-Friday except major holidays. Ebay defaults to the cheapest
shipping method in checkout, if you need it faster then choose the desired shipping method
during checkout. Please include your phone number with your order so the courier can contact
you if needed. All shipping charges are calculated by actual packaged shipping weight and
location. Combined Shipping Terms: We automatically will combine shipping. If you order place
multiple separate orders or orders with the multiple of the same item and the shipping does not
calculate properly, Don't worry. We will combine all multi item orders automatically and send
you a refund for the shipping charges the morning of your order processing. This is our
standard policy and we do this every morning. You will never have to ask for us to combine
your order or ask for a refund. We just do it, 'cause it is the right thing to do. This policy applies
to all domestic and international buyers. International Shipping Terms: The shipping charge is
calculated by the actual weight, size, and your location. International buyers are responsible for
all brokerage fees or duty taxes on shipments. I-5 Classic Chevy is not responsible for any
additional charges that may be required upon delivery. Please contact your local customs office
for more questions regarding this. I-5 Classic Chevy Store Policies: If your item is damaged in
shipping, You must call to get a replacement or file a claim. Our contact info is on the invoice
and business card that was in the packaging. If you encounter any issues with your
merchandise or need to return or exchange an item please contact us. If returning or
exchanging products, all merchandise must be in NEW condition with the original packaging,
materials, and instructions. If you are shipping an item back for return for any reason, we expect
you to properly package the item so it will get to us damage free and in the same condition that
we had it delivered to you. If you received the wrong merchandise, please contact us. All of our
contact info is on the invoice and business card that was in the shipping package. If a package
is returned to us due to an in-deliverable or incomplete address, you are responsible for all
reshipment costs. If you do not wish to have the package reshipped, a refund will be issued less
the cost of all shipping. Returns will be accepted through Ebay within 30 days of purchase, We
do make special circumstances over 30 days, but you must call to get those approved. It is
needed to print your return shipping label and return form. To the right of the item there will be
a drop down menu with a "return this item" option. Package the items securely, seal up the
package and tape the label to the package and give the package to the shipping company. We
took pride in making sure the product gets to you undamaged and we expect you to do the

same. If an item is not packaged properly for return and gets damaged in return shipping. A full
or partial refund may not be issued. If you do not or cannot use the eBay returns program, our
mailing address is: I-5 Classic Chevy E. All of our contact info is on the invoice and business
card that is in the shipping package. Warranty on all brand new products will be the
manufacturer's warranty and at the manufacturers discretion. All rights reserved. Home About
Us Policies Feedback. Click to Enlarge the Images Below. Product description. Seller assumes
all responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the
seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will
be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Estimated between Wed. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment
details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Wallis and Futuna Western Samoa
There are 2 items available. International Priority Shipping. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of
chevy steering column wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional
photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the components of the circuit as
streamlined shapes, and the power and signal links between the gadgets. A wiring diagram
usually provides information regarding the family member placement and also setup of tools as
well as terminals on the devices, in order to help in structure or servicing the gadget. A pictorial
representation would reveal more information of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram
makes use of a more symbolic symbols to highlight affiliations over physical look. A wiring
diagram is often utilized to troubleshoot troubles and to make certain that all the links have
actually been made as well as that every little thing exists. Click on the image to enlarge, and
then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a kind of
schematic which uses abstract pictorial symbols to reveal all the interconnections of elements
in a system. Wiring representations are made up of 2 points: symbols that represent the parts in
the circuit, and also lines that stand for the links in between them. Electrical wiring layouts
mainly shows the physical setting of elements and links in the developed circuit, yet not
necessarily in logic order. To check out a wiring diagram, first you have to understand what
fundamental components are included in a wiring diagram, and which photographic signs are
made use of to represent them. The usual elements in a wiring diagram are ground, power
supply, cable as well as link, output devices, buttons, resistors, reasoning gateway, lights, etc.
A line stands for a cable. Wires are used to connect the elements together. There should be a
legend on the wiring diagram to inform you just what each shade means. A collection circuit is a
circuit in which elements are connected along a single path, so the present circulations through
one part to get to the next one. In a series circuit, voltages include up for all parts linked in the
circuit, and also currents are the very same through all components. A great wiring diagram
needs to be practically correct as well as clear to review. Care for every information. The
diagram needs to show the correct instructions of the favorable as well as unfavorable
terminals of each part. Use the best signs. Learn the definitions of the basic circuit signs and
also select the proper ones to make use of. Attract attaching wires as straight lines. Use a dot to
show line joint, or usage line leaps to suggest cross lines that are not attached. Tag parts such
as resistors and capacitors with their worths. Make certain the text placement looks clean.
Complete updated wiring systems in a box for your Classic Camaro. Economical, and Easy to
Install. Each kit comes with complete detailed instructions and everything you need to
modernize your classic vehicle: Includes Headlight, Dimmer, and Ignition switches; Boots,
Tubes, and Grommets; Fuses, Relays, and Flashers; Original Connectors, Terminals, and
Disconnects. Includes 18 fuse, 21 circuit fuse box ready to install. Has original dome lighting
and under dash lighting. Enough spare circuits to add power door locks, power windows and
much more. Attachment to original or reproduction tail light assemblies are an easy plug-in. All
original connectors are provided for connection to all original equipment. Connect any steering
column from the original to fully modified. Wiring harness is completely GM color coded and the
color code to adapt the original system is supplied. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Add to
Cart. In Stock. Ships FREE here for details and exclusions. Store Pickup Availability X. Lincoln,
NE -. Select your vehicle to verify fitment. Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part
Add to Buildlist. Click to Login. Specifically designed for the Nova Attachment to original or
reproduction tail light assemblies are an easy plug-in There are enough spare circuits to add
power door locks, power windows and much more It includes an 18 fuse, 21 circuit fuse box and
has the original dome lighting and under dash lighting Kit comes with complete detailed

instructions and everything you need to modernize your classic vehicle. Info Complete updated
wiring systems in a box for your Classic Camaro. Complete wiring kit Economical, and Easy to
Install Each kit comes with complete detailed instructions and everything you need to
modernize your classic vehicle Wiring harness is completely GM color coded and the color
code to adapt the original system is supplied For Nova. Ground shipping only in the contiguous
US. Related Products. Tail Light Assemblies, Nova. Complete Weather Strip Kit, Nova. Weather
Strip Kit, Nova. More Like This. View All Dash Wiring Harnesses. Fuel Level Gauges. Speedway
Motors employee Pat O. Pat shows off how easy wiring your LS can be with our LS wiring kit.
Unbox our most popular wiring harness with Tim. Testing 2 and 3 Wire Speed Sensors. Testing
a 2 or 3 wire speed sensor sounds difficult, but these videos show that it actually is quite easy!
Upgrading a R4 Transmission - Chevelle. Follow along as Jeff installs an early R4 transmission
for the big block in his Chevelle. See how this unit is upgraded and converted to a later 30
spline style. You May Also Like. For example, if you were testing a heater element to see if it
was burned out, you would try putting a small amount of power through the heater. Check out
our products page for a complete list of cars available at easyreadwiring. It's very detailed and
shows how every wire for each component routes to the. Gen iv wiring connection instruction.
Sadly the camaro was discontinued after the year until it's triumphant return in Not your car but
need a wiring diagram? Diagram 15 hdi diesel engine management part 1 of 2. Diagram 14
airbags, heater blower, air conditioning. Because of the redesign and the incorporation of
navigation from the factory, installing a stereo into this year range of camaro can be best when
you. Following table shows wire colors related to electrical circuits. Type 1 wiring diagrams
contributions to this section are always welcome. Legend of wiring diagram of manual
transmission. Electric circuit wiring diagram legend, ignition model Toyota alternator wiring
diagram plus graphic toyota hilux 12v relay wiring diagram 5 pin diagram relay diagram design
wiring diagram diesel engine ignition circuit 3 cylinder albin h 18 new engine run stand wiring
diagram images with. App contains wiring diagrams specific to your vehicle. Im still puzzled as
to why a relay was used on ac cars but not on non ac did gm use a different blower motor or
switch. Associated wiring diagrams for the cruise control system of a honda civic. Section 11
wiring diagrams subsection 01 wiring diagrams. Share photos and videos, send messages and
get updates. Check for ground on control head white wire. Verify proper meter function by
checking the condition of a known good battery. I've deleted my efi and went to a carbed motor
and want to pull out any unneeded fuses, and also just want to know what fuse goes where.
Handy wiring diagram that shows a paper trail of how the electrical system works for the 7.
Check for positive power at heater valve green wire and blower red wire. V25w v23w n74w n73w
n71w n61w n23w g Find a free refrigerator wiring diagram to help you repair any electrical
circuit issues you may be experiencing. Connect with friends, family and other people you
know. Gen iv wiring connection instruction Toyota alternator wiring diagram plus graphic toyota
hilux 12v relay wiring diagram 5 pin diagram relay diagram design wiring diagram diesel engine
ignition circuit 3 cylinder albin h 18 new engine run stand wiring diagram images with. Complete
wiring diagrams for holden commodore vt, vx, vy, vz, ve, vf. Dose anyone have a photo, or
diagram of a 92 rs camaro fuse block? Instructions beetle and super beetle automatic stick shift
from clymer's. By Wallpaper February 20, Gen iv wiring connection instruction It's very detailed
and shows how every wire for each component routes to the. Newer Older. Related Posts There
is no other posts in this category. Search This Blog. Archive February Xbox Headset Wire
Diagram : Why is my voice ch Xterra Fuse Diagram - I have a Xterra January December
Subscribe Our Newsletter. Please expect shipping and customer service delays.
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We appreciate your patience and continued support. If you are tired of trying to read and
decipher black and white wiring diagrams out of your old shop manual, we have a solution! The
entire wiring diagram on one 11" x 17" full color drawing. They are laminated in heavy plastic for
durability no moreg rease smudges and ease of use. Redo the wiring on your classic Chevy the
easy way Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select
Model All Models. Product : A. In Stock Now! Add to Wishlist. Freight Type: Standard. Product
Information Vehicle Fitment Reviews for Product A Nova Full Color Wiring Diagram - 11X17 If
you are tired of trying to read and decipher black and white wiring diagrams out of your old
shop manual, we have a solution! This product fits the following vehicle applications. Click to
view individual years. Chevrolet Nova General Information. If you continue to have problems
with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

